
Come To The Table 
Introduction: (Scripture Reading:  Matthew 26:26-30) 

1558 – Scotland and England.  Protest. Vs Catholicism.  Bloody Mary.  Walter mill… Scottish monk.  Imprisoned St. 

Andrews.  Tied tarred and burned.  Alexander Somerville.   

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT THE LORD’S SUPPER: 
1.  Question:  What Is The Lord’s Supper All About? 

 a. The Synoptic gospels, Matthew-Mark-Luke, all record the creation of the Lord’s Supper.  It took place the 

  Thursday before Jesus died as He and His disciples were celebrating the Passover.  Toward the end of 

  that memorial meal, Jesus instituted a new one (Matt 26:26-30; Mark 14:22-26; Luke 22:7-30).  He 

  instructed His disciples to continue this memorial meal after He was gone… it’s still going on today! 

 b. The first thing we see in the Lord’s Supper is a memorial of His death  Jesus referred to the bread as His 

  body which was given for us.  As we partake of the bread we should be reminded of the depth of 

  suffering Jesus endured and how He endured it for us.  We see His sacrifice, His pain, His death 

 c. But the Lord’s Supper is also a reminder of the covenant we enjoy   With the cup, Jesus gets specific.  It 

  is the new covenant in His blood.  Jesus certainly shed His blood in His suffering & death, but there’s 

  more here than suffering & death… there’s covenant.  Even the shed blood idea should bring to mind 

  a covenant (Hebrews 9:11-12).  What is this covenant?  The Hebrew detailed it quoting from the 

  prophet Jeremiah (Hebrews 8:10-13).  We enter this covenant at our baptism and the Lord’s Supper 

  reminds us of the blood shed to make it possible and the covenant relationship we share with God! 

 d. The Lord’s Supper serves a proclamation (1 Cor. 11:26)  Every time we take the L.S. we are reminding 

  ourselves of what Jesus did for us.  We reflect on what the scriptures teach not only of His death but 

  what His death purchased for us.  We are impressed anew with His sacrifice, but if there are any  

  outsiders it is a lesson to them as well.  But we don’t just proclaim that Jesus died, we also proclaim 

  that He is alive and is coming again. The Lord’s Supper is also about our hope of His return!  

 e. In the Lord’s Supper we are also partaking in partnership (1 Corinthians 10:16-18) 

  1) When the Jews celebrated the Passover, they killed the animal, made the sacrifice, and then ate of 

   the sacrifice (Exodus 12:6-10).  By eating the sacrifice they were participating in the altar… 

   what happened on the altar and what it represented.   

  2) Just as the Jews shared in their altar by their meal, we share in the cross by the Lord’s Supper. 

  3) When Jesus instituted the Lord’s Supper He said that He would not do it again with them until He 

   does it in the Father’s kingdom.  This could refer to in Heaven or it could refer to the kingdom 

   citizenship we have today. Since Paul says we would continue this memorial until Jesus  

   comes again, it seems to indicate He’s observing it now with us (1 Cor. 11:26).  So this  

   fellowship is also about the Lord being with us in a special way as we keep this feast. 

  4) The Lord’s Supper is also about fellowship with fellow saints.  Especially in the 1st Century, but 

   even today, the Lord’s Supper brings people together around a table that would not  

   otherwise be gathered together around a table.  It is in a sense a celebration of the family of 

   God.  It strengthens our unity as we keep this most sacred memorial as ONE BODY  

2.  Question:  How Should We Do The Lord’s Supper?  

 a. We will talk more about this later, but sometimes there is some misguided zeal regarding the LS.  People 

  rightfully want it to mean more.  They want it to glorify the Lord more.  So we naturally begin to ask, 

  “What can we do to make the way we do it better?”  We need to first ask how Jesus wants it done. 

 b. The answer to this question is pretty simple… We take the Lord’s Supper the way Jesus designed it.  Jesus 

  took the bread, said a blessing, then broke it and gave it to the disciples.  Then Jesus took a cup, said 



  a blessing, and then gave it to the disciples to drink.  Before they departed they sung a hymn (this is 

  was a customary part of the Passover & not recorded by Paul as he outlines the LS (1 Cor. 11:23-26) 

 c. Why is the Lord’s Supper referred to as a meal?  It’s a little pinch of bread and a little cup of juice.   

  1) Some, seeking to change the way it’s done, mock what we do calling it “The Lord’s Snack.”  The 

   meal aspect of the LS is not about the amount of food consumed but what it is.   

  2) I would point out that the only time the Lord’s Supper is connected to the idea of a meal is when 

   the Corinthians were abusing it, mixing it with a common meal, and being divisive.  It could 

   likely be Paul’s usage of the word “meal” was far from a commendation! (1 Cor. 11:21) 

  3) The meal aspect is there because we eat and drink, but it is highly symbolic in nature.  It’s a  

   spiritual meal not a physical meal.  The concept, as we have seen already, harkens back to 

   the Old Covenant when the people ate of the sacrifice and thus participated in the altar 

 d. Question:  Should the ones serving the bread break it first? There are some who are very conscience to 

     break it after the prayer.  Some don’t break it all.  Why?  (I Corinthians 11:24; 8:11-13) 

  1) Bread breakers point to Jesus’ example.  He broke it in all three accounts.  They also point to Paul’s 

   reference in I Corinthians 11 and say that the breaking of the bread is symbolic of the  

   “breaking” (figurative) of the body of Jesus… His suffering. 

  2) Non bread breakers believe the breaking was about convenience.  They see Jesus breaking a piece 

   off, handing the loaf to the next person and he broke a piece, and so on.  They would argue 

   that each person does this as we partake of the Lord’s Supper today.  They would also point 

   out that the word “broken” isn’t in the original text in I Corinthians 11… this is right. 

  3) So what do we do?  We have people here who are bread breakers.  We have people here who 

   aren’t.  You may have never thought about it before or known it was an issue.  Here’s my 

   suggestion… If you know you have a brother who feels it matters and you don’t… then break 

   it.  You aren’t sinning by breaking it.  You are being considerate of your brother’s conscience.  

   Whatever happens… DO NOT use the Lord’s Supper as a time to prove him wrong! 

 e. The Lord’s Supper is also an assembly thing.  There is no authority in the New Testament for me taking it 

  alone or taking it outside of the assembly of the saints.  The church at Troas came together for the 

  purpose of breaking bread and Paul delayed his trip so he could take it with them (Acts 20:7).  The 

  church at Corinth took it as an assembly.  In fact, Paul instructed them to wait on one another.  It was 

  supposed to be done together and they weren’t doing that (1 Cor. 11:17-18, 33).  You cannot follow 

  the Bible pattern and these instructions taking it alone… unless you make up that church!  

 f. How often should we keep this memorial meal?   

  1) As I listened to one popular preacher of today address this question he spoke of how their church 

   has chosen a monthly observance.  He gave two reasons… both of which were relative in 

   nature and NOT based on the Bible.  It was arbitrarily chosen based upon their logic. 

  2) The disciples were meeting EVERY first of the week already when the apostle Paul instructed them 

   to take up a collection (I Cor. 16:1-2).  We know that Christians gathered on the first day of 

   the week for the purpose of observing the Lord’s Supper (Acts 20:7) 

  3) It is true that the NT never says how many first days of the week to observe it.  But there is  

   sufficient evidence that the pattern was a weekly observance.  Beyond this… God doesn’t 

   have to spell out EVERY first day of the week to mean EVERY first day of the week.  What did 

   the Jews understand about the Sabbath?  EVERY Sabbath.  Some would contend that the LS 

   would lose meaning if done weekly… Someone should’ve told the Jews and God this!  

  4) But didn’t Jesus institute it on a Thursday?  Didn’t Jesus die on a Friday?  Why wouldn’t those days 

   be good days for keeping it?  Thursday isn’t the Lord’s Day.  Friday isn’t the Lord’s Day.   

   SUNDAY is the Lord’s Day.  Why?  It was on that day He arose from the day securing victory 

   over sin and the devil!  It’s also on Sunday that the events of Acts 2 happened! (Rev. 1:10) 

3.  Question:  Does It Really Matter What We Use In The Lord’s Supper?  



 a. Remember, this is the Lord’s memorial, not my memorial.  If it were my memorial we might all go to a  

  Chinese buffet followed by soft serve ice cream.  But it is not about me, it’s about Jesus.   

 b. When Jesus created this memorial He chose two elements present at the Passover… Fruit of the vine and 

  unleavened bread.  If the choosing of these elements are merely coincidental, there is no need to 

  insist upon using them today.  However, if they are more than coincidental, we MUST use them! 

 c. Notice that when Paul addresses the Lord’s Supper to the church at Corinth he calls to mind these  

  emblems as Jesus used them.  There’s no indication anything else was used. 

 d. It is clear the Christians understood these elements were a specified part of the Lord’s Supper and not a 

  matter of convenience by their continued use of them (I Corinthians 5:6-8).  No authority for others. 

 e. These elements are LOADED with symbolism.  The more you know the Bible the more you appreciate them 

  1) Unleavened Bread – Originally used by the Jews to symbolize their hasty exodus from Egypt.  Every 

   time the Jews took it they remembered what they left behind, what God saved them from.  

   We can easily make application to us, right?  In the Bible, Leaven almost always represents 

   sin and its effects on a person or church (Galatians 5:9).  In the unleavened bread we see the 

   body of Jesus as He suffered and died so we could be unleavened… without sin!  

  2) Fruit of the Vine – God often pictured Israel as His vineyard and Himself as the vinedresser who 

   worked it (Isaiah 5:1-7).  In captivity God’s faithful remnant was seen as the cluster of grapes 

   on a vine (Isaiah 65:8).  The abundance of fruit of the vine was used to show the blessedness 

   of God’s people under the Messiah (Amos 9:13-15). Jesus called himself the vine and spoke 

   of us as the branches, abiding in Him & bearing fruit (John 15:1-2).  Jesus chose the vineyard 

   as a picture of the kingdom of God (Matthew 20:1-16)  It’s no wonder this was chosen! 

  3) We may think, “I can see why Jesus chose these elements… the bread looks a little like flesh and 

   the juice looks a little like blood.” They do and that may be part.  But there’s so much more! 

4.  Question:  I Know I Should Avoid The Unworthy Manner, But What Does That Mean? (I Corinthians 11:27-32) 

 a. I remember when I was younger the obvious sign that a Christian was going forward was the way they 

  would skip when the Lord’s Supper trays were passed around. I grew up believing that if you partook 

  of the LS after having sinned the previous week then you weren’t WORTHY to take it.  We will say 

  more about this later, but if the Lord’s Supper was about my worthiness to take it, who could take it?  

  I remember people taking it on Sunday night after having gone forward that morning 

 b. Notice this is not at ALL what Paul says!  He speaks of partaking in an unworthy manner, not partaking as 

  an unworthy person.  A sense of our own unworthiness is the best worthiness that we can bring to 

  this memorial.  This isn’t to say we can willfully live in sinful rebellion to God and partake as if nothing 

  was wrong, but the issue is the manner we take it not the moral worthiness we bring to it. 

 c. Paul defines what he means by an unworthy manner… He says you eat & drink without discerning His body   

  1) Discerning means to make a distinction, to part, or to separate.  It seems the word is telling us to 

   understand & appreciate the meaning.  Perhaps a similar concept to “holy” or “to set apart” 

  2) Is he talking about His physical body, thus His death?  This makes sense based on his discussion of 

   the body and blood of the Lord.   So to discern His body would be to esteem the death of 

   Jesus, His pain and agony on the cross, properly.   To appreciate what He did.   

  3) Or is Paul talking about His spiritual body, thus His people?  

   a) This isn’t how most think of it, so hang with me.  First of all, the term “body” is sometimes 

    used to speak of His church.  Secondly, when Paul was clearly talking about the  

    physical death of Jesus he spoke of body and blood… yet now he only speaks of body, 

    so there seems to be a difference here.  Could he be transitioning in thought? 

   b) This wouldn’t be the first time Paul used the Lord’s Supper to connect the ideas of the 

    body, the people of Christ, to the body and blood of Jesus, His death (I Cor. 10:16-17)  

   c) This fits contextually very well  From the start of 1 Corinthians we learn they had a  

    problem with division (1:10-13).  Pride was an issue.   Some were suing their own 



    brethren.  They were slow to sacrifice their rights for their brother’s conscience.  

    Later we read about the division caused by their attitude toward spiritual gifts.  In 

    chapter 11 it is the Lord’s Supper.  There were factions among them (vs. 18-19), they 

    weren’t just observing it improperly making a common meal out of it (vs. 20-22), 

    some of their members were shamed because they were poorer (vs. 22), many of 

    them were hurting because of the way it was done (vs. 30), and they are told to wait 

    for one another when they come together to eat (vs. 33)  Most of the issues Paul 

    addresses are not a lack of awareness of Christ’s physical body that suffered and 

    died, but His spiritual body that was suffering & dying because of their divisiveness!  

   d) Remember, it is the death of Jesus that created this body of which we are all a part!  If this 

    is the case, and you partake unworthily, you are doing to the spiritual body of Christ 

    what the Jews & Romans were guilty of doing to His physical body… tearing it apart!  

  4) So which is it? I’m going to straddle the fence & say both.  I lean more to the latter understanding; 

   however, how can you divorce the two ideas?  How can I properly observe the Lord’s Supper 

   while holding feelings of bitterness, pride, selfish ambition, and jealousy toward my brother? 

   The same blood shed for me was shed for him!  If I have trouble with division I am not  

   appreciating the cross.  It’s interesting that here the one thing they did together that should 

   have brought them together the most was driving them apart!  How sad!  

 d. Partaking in an unworthy manner is serious business! (Hebrews 6:6 and 10:29) 

  1) FIRST, it makes you guilty of the body and blood of the Lord.  You aren’t just memorial a ceremony 

   but you are dishonoring the sacrifice the memorial remembers.  You are ultimately showing a 

   lack of appreciation for Jesus and what He did for us.  It is spiritual profanity  

  2) Second, you eat and drink judgment on yourself.  This memorial is supposed to be a spiritual meal.  

   While it doesn’t impart some mystical grace to us, it does help keep us focused and thankful.  

   If we take unworthily, instead of being something that benefits us, it is our condemnation!   

 e So what is this about many being weak, ill, or having died as a result of taking in an unworthy way?  Some 

  believe God was punishing the Christians there with a physical illness because of their actions… God 

  did strike Ananias and Saphira dead.  It’s more likely that this was the spiritual results of their  

  behavior involving this memorial. 

5.  Question:  What Is All The Fuss About The Lord’s Supper On Sunday Night?  

 a. For those that don’t know, there is some disagreement among Christians about what is called “The Second 

  Serving” of the Lord’s Supper.  It is where churches that have the Sunday PM services offer the Lord’s 

  Supper again on Sunday night to those who were not able to take it in the morning.   Some invite 

  them down to sit together on the front row, some have them raise hands, some in a back room.  

  Some believe there is nothing wrong with this, others believe that it goes against the NT pattern. 

 b. Let’s not get distracted:  The issue is not how many times the Lord’s Supper is offered, it’s about the way it 

  is observed.  The issue is not about when the Lord’s Supper is offered so long as its offered on the 

  first day of the week.  The issue is not about how many observe the Lord’s Supper… if there are only 

  two faithful Christians in an area certainly they can take it together.  The issue is not about denying 

  people the chance to observe the Lord’s Supper.  We must not allow our emotions to override faith 

  in response to this issue.  Regardless of the position you take, be prepared to validate it and defend it 

  with the scriptures alone!  But also understand this issue is complicated and not easily settled.  

 c. Those who believe the way the Lord’s Supper is offered commonly during the second serving will offer a 

     couple of Biblical defenses:  

  1) They will argue that the pattern is for it to be taken on the first day of the week.  It is still the first 

   day of the week therefore a person should be allowed to partake of the Lord’s Supper.   

  2) They will also argue that the Lord’s Supper is an individual activity that is supposed to be done in 

   the assembly.  They will emphasize instructions such as “let a man examine him” and “eats 



   and drinks judgment to himself”  They will argue that it is okay for an individual to observe 

   it, even if he is the only one doing it, as long as he does it in the assembly (1 Cor. 11:28-29) 

  3) One might also argue that the person taking the Lord’s Supper is still taking it in the assembly, 

   and those who aren’t taking it with him are giving him the opportunity, remembering Jesus 

   with him as he partakes, thus fulfilling the responsibility to wait for one another (vs. 33) 

  4) Some will appeal to the example of the Old Testament Passover celebration… a memorial that 

   shares great similarities to the NT.  Those who were unclean because of a dead body or who 

   were away on a journey observed it instead on the 14th day of the 2nd month.  While this 

   admittedly isn’t explicit authority it may be an example we can look to (Numbers 9:10-11) 

 d. Those who oppose the way the second serving is commonly done may offer these objections: 

  1) The pattern for the Lord’s Supper is not just a 1st Day of the Week pattern.  But the pattern is for 

   the assembly to take it together.  You NEVER find any indication of it being observed in any 

   way except for as an assembly. The pattern is a collective activity (Acts 20:7; 1 Cor. 11:33-34) 

  2) While part of the Lord’s Supper is very personal, it’s not wholly personal.  Part of the Lord’s Supper 

   is also about fellowship with the saints who observe it with me.  If I am taking the LS alone, 

   the mutual nature to the communion is missing (I Cor. 11:17, 20-21, 33-34; Acts 20:7) 

  3) Just because one person is observing the Lord’s Supper and I am in the room with them does not 

   mean I am observing it with them.  One person is taking on Sunday night and sometimes 

   everyone else is encouraged to join them by meditating on the death of Christ.  But there’s a 

   big problem… meditating on the death of Christ is not the same as observing the Lord’s  

   Supper.  If I think about His death on Monday morning in the car am I observing the LS?  

  4) Some who argue against common 2nd serving practices argue that the purpose of the assembly 

   matters.  If the assembly on Sunday morning is when the church gathers to observe it, then 

   that is when it should be taken.  Most churches do not gather on Sunday evening for the 

   purpose of observing the Lord’s Supper.  (Note:  I am not sure how strong this is) (Acts 20:7) 

  5) In response to the Passover example… the Lord’s Supper is not the Passover.  You do not go back 

   to Old Testament examples of worship to justify instrumental music, why would you go back 

   to the Old Testament to justify a second serving allowance that the NT is silent about.   The 

   Passover was to be taken ONCE A YEAR… Since the NT never explicitly states how many times 

   a year we are to take the LS, would you appeal back to the Passover for authority and take it 

   once a year?  No.  Why?  It was a totally different memorial under a totally different law. 

  6) Paul’s example at Troas was that he stayed behind just so he could be with these brethren and 

   observe the Lord’s Supper with them.  He didn’t get on the boat and take it there.  He took it 

   with his brethren.   NOTE:  This argument is often used but the problem I see with it is that 

   we aren’t told for sure he tarried because he couldn’t take it on the boat.  (Acts 20:7) 

 e. What about the churches that allow a second serving but do it separately in a different room: 

  1) This was a trend that caught on and is appealing on one level because it allows people who want 

   to have a second serving a chance to take it and those who object don’t have to be around it 

  2) One problem I have with this is that if you believe so certainly that it is wrong that you push those 

   who want to partake to a separate room… how are you okay with the church you are part of 

   conducting something you believe so strongly is wrong?  What if they did instrumental music 

   in a separate room?  If you are that certain that it is wrong, what is the difference?  

  3) Another problem with this is that it is hiding an issue.  Everyone knows there’s a disagreement & 

   everyone knows what is going on in that room.  So what’s the difference?  I can pretend it’s 

   not going on?  Why can I not sit back in the assembly quietly and allow those of a different 

   conscience in this matter a chance to partake as they believe they should?   



  4) Do those who object feel 100% certain it is wrong?  NO.  That’s why they’re not dividing fellowship 

   over the issue.  So wouldn’t the better thing be to allow them to come out of the room and 

   do it in the assembly where it is at least a little closer to what I believe is right? 

 f. Let me offer to you three possible solutions to this problem.  The solutions will not be liked by all, but they 

     are Biblical solutions to a problem without violating scripture: 

  1) Don’t offer it on Sunday night.  Now, I admit that sounds harsh.  It is a radical step to those used to 

   having a second serving.  But… Are you committing a sin by not taking it?   If you are, what 

   about churches that don’t have Sunday PM services?  So it’s not sinning if you missed the 

   serving of it.  Since it’s not a matter of sin, could you not choose not to offer it so those  

   whose consciences were bothered that much by it wouldn’t have a problem? (I Cor. 8:1-13) 

  2) Offer it to everyone a second time.  This causes much alarm in some people… but why?  The Lord’s 

   Supper pattern is the 1st day of the week and an assembly activity.  If everyone is taking it 

   together for the second time, is there a pattern or principle being violated?  Some might 

   argue we don’t need to take it twice.  You’re right.  BUT if there are those who couldn’t take 

   it the first time, why not take it again with them so they can properly partake? (Acts 20:7) 

  3) If I am not 100% certain it is wrong, can I not sit back and hold my peace while others exercise 

   their faith?  If I am even 90% sure it is wrong, I am admitting that there is room for error on 

   my part.  This issue isn’t like baptism that is so plain and clear.  So should I stand in the way 

   of a person if I cannot prove what they are doing is wrong?  There may be other areas where 

   this comes into play… Certain qualifications of elders is a case where churches come to a 

   general consensus but there are often those of differing views within a group.  Some put this 

   in Romans 14… I’m not sure it fits, but without total certainty, I leave room for other views 

6.  Question:  Let’s take a moment and look at a series of brief questions we haven’t answered yet.  We could      

      spend a great amount of time on each of these, but I have chosen to spend more time on the others: 

 a. What about transubstantiation?  This is the idea that the bread and juice literally become the flesh and 

     blood of Jesus when blessed in taking the Lord’s Supper.  Connected with this is the concept that eating the 

     “flesh” and drinking the “blood” of Jesus gives us a special grace… It is sometimes called “real presence” 

  1) Throughout scriptures you will find examples of what Bible scholars call metonymy.  It’s the  

   employment of one word for another.  It’s like a metaphor.  Jesus said, “They have Moses 

   and the prophets…” – They didn’t literally have those men, they had their words (Luke  

   16:29).  Is the tongue literally fire (James 3:6)?  And perhaps more parallel, is the church 

   really the PHYSICAL body of Jesus? (Ephesians 1:23)?   

  2) Notice in Luke 22:30 Jesus said the cup was the new covenant in His blood… Now which is it?  Is 

   the cup BLOOD or is the cup the COVENANT?  Also, why insist that the blood is literal blood 

   and not take the cup literally here?  It’s picking and choosing what you want to literalize.  

  3) After blessing the cup and drinking it, Jesus still called it fruit of the vine.  So what Jesus gave them 

   to drink was not His literal blood, but it was still fruit of the vine (Matthew 26:29) 

  4) Those who believe in transubstantiation often seek to prove their idea from John 6 where Jesus 

   speaks of eating His flesh and drinking His blood (John 6:48-56).  If we eat of the bread of life 

   we will have eternal life and Jesus says that bread is His flesh.  If we don’t eat His flesh and 

   drink His blood, we won’t have life in us. Sounds like transubstantiation right?  Notice verse 

   63!  He doesn’t mean His literal flesh and blood, but His words.  His words are what give us 

   life.  Peter understood this (verse 68).  A similar thought is found in the vine and branches 

   discussion of John 15.  Notice in this discussion Jesus never mentions anything about the LS! 

 b. Because of the way Jesus instituted the Lord’s Supper, shouldn’t we partake of it as more of a meal,  

     perhaps at the end of a big feast?  Some have advocated that we eat some kind of potluck style meal and 

     observe the Lord’s Supper at the end of it because they contend that’s closer to what Jesus did: 



  1) First, that is NOT what Jesus did.  Jesus was celebrating Passover.  If you want to include a bigger 

   meal because Jesus had a big meal, then you need to eat the meal Jesus ate, the Passover!  

  2) When Jesus instituted the Lord’s Supper, He created a totally different meal.  He didn’t instruct His 

   disciples to keep the Passover and do the LS at the end… He told them to observe the LS. 

  3) When Paul recounts the Lord’s Supper, he doesn’t include the Passover or any other bigger meal 

   as part of it.  He only refers to the bread and the cup.  In fact, Paul tells them that the kind of 

   eating and drinking where you get full needs to be done at home!  It appears this church was 

   mixing a physical meal with the L.S. & Paul condemns them for it! (1 Cor. 11:20-22, 34) 

  4) There is no reference to churches observing the Lord’s Supper at the end of such a meal. 

  5) Some point to the “love feasts” of Jude 1:12.  First, there is no reference to the Lord’s Supper or to 

   any physical meal here… just a love feast.  This could be a figurative statement to a feast of 

   love… which is probably considering the context.  There is no teaching of a common meal. 

 c. What about those who insist on using one cup?  Some believe because the accounts only refer to one cup, 

      that we must only use one cup today.   They might also contend ONE cup represents unity (1 Cor. 11:25) 

  1) It is true that all of the passaged referring to the fruit of the vine speak of it in a singular manner.  

   It is also true that we do not read of multiple cups being used.  There’s no question about it.  

  2) “One Cuppers” put the weight on the container.  When Jesus blessed the cup was he blessing a 

   cup or a container?  When we read about what the cup represents, are we intended to think 

   about the container or the contents?  Either one could be true, so we must look deeper. 

  3) There is NO teaching on the significance of the cup apart from its contents, but there is teaching 

   on the contents of the cup.  If the cup is so significant, why is this the case?  

  4) Again the idea of metonymy arises… Jesus refers to the thing contained by the container by  

   speaker of its container.  Just as “house” might refer to those in the house (Hebrews 11:7).  

   The idea of cup representing its contents is common (Jer 49:12; Ezek 23:32-34; Mt 20:22-23) 

  5) Jesus makes it clear that he was speaking of the contents of the cup when He spoke of the cup by 

   telling them to drink the cup.  You don’t drink a literal cup, you can’t, you drink its contents.  

   To get to a one cup doctrine you have treat His words inconsistently (I Cor. 11:25-26) 

  6) Notice in Luke’s account the order of events (Luke 22:17-20)  Jesus took a cup and told the  

   disciples to divide it amongst themselves.  Jesus then gave thanks for the bread and told the 

   disciples to divide it.  Then they drunk the fruit of the vine.  If there was to only be ONE CUP 

   how did the disciples pull this one off?  If it was the ONE PHYSICAL CONTAINER Jesus blessed 

   and that physical container was His focus, did they each break off a piece of the container?  

  7) Think about it practically… Jesus had bread and broke it and gave it to them.  Each person could 

   take some and hand it down.  Bread needs no container, right?  How do you take juice and 

   hand it down without a container?  Thus the container easily becomes the focus.   

 d. Does the order of the emblems matter?  It has happened in my life on maybe two or three occasions… the 

  person in charge starts with the cup instead of the bread.  At some point before the emblems are 

  passed out, someone has always caught it, said something, and they started over.  Does this matter?  

  In every discussion recording of the Lord’s Supper in the scripture, the bread is always first and then 

  the cup.  We need to do it this way because it is the pattern.  If we do it by accident and it’s not  

  caught in time, have we sinned?  I don’t think so.  But we also don’t need to do something different 

  from the pattern just because we want to.  Again, this RARELY comes up. 

 e. Should I take the Lord’s Supper if I’ve been wrestling with a child?  To answer this question, refer to the 

  section about taking it in an unworthy manner.  There will obviously be distractions and sometimes 

  our distractions are great.  If you are seeking to observe the Lord’s Supper with reverence for the 

  Lord and not being divisive of His body, you are still taking it in a worthy manner.  You may not be 

  able to help how fussy your child is in that moment.    



 f. If I have fallen away and start coming back, do I partake of it?  Please refer to the section about taking it in 

  an unworthy manner.  Beyond that, this question is difficult to answer.  First of all, there’s no real 

  teaching in the Bible that specifically addresses it.  Also, repentance is sometimes hard to pin down. 

  If a person has fallen away and they return to worshipping with God’s people, that is certainly a big 

  part of the repentance process.  Perhaps that’s all they had to change.  Perhaps they have changed 

  their life in other ways that you don’t know about.  Remember, that the coming forward at the  

  invitation song to confess and seek prayers is not the only way to handle repentance.  As one goes 

  through the process of repenting they may choose to refrain knowing they aren’t quite ready to  

  commit to serving the Lord again… but at some point they will.  

 g. Can I use any fruit of the vine or does it have to be grape juice?  There is enough certainty that the type of 

  juice used by Jesus would have been grape juice.  Why use something different?  The Lord’s Supper is 

  not a time to make a point by introducing distracting changes even if you think it is okay!  

 h. Should children be permitted to take the Lord’s Supper?  Is a little child in need of the death of Jesus?  No.  

  Has a little child entered into a covenant relationship with the Lord?  No.   Because of this it is proper 

  that one begin observing the Lord’s Supper after having been buried with Jesus for the forgiveness of 

  his sins and having entered into a covenant relationship with God at that time 

 i. Is the Lord’s Supper the ONE reason we assemble on the first day of the week?  Some have emphasized the 

  Lord’s Supper to the point of saying that if we come together on the 1st day of the week and take, 

  and that’s all we do, that is enough.  Yet that is not the example of Acts 20:7 nor does it take into 

  consideration the instruction to lay by in store (I Cor. 16:1-2).  We are also instructed to stir one  

  another up to love and good works when we assemble (Heb. 10:24-25).  As 1 Corinthians 14 pictures 

  an assembly, we read about singing, praying, and teaching also going on.  While the Lord’s Supper 

  may be the central cause of our assembly, it is not enough to come together and just do it.  

7.  Question:  What can I do to make the Lord’s Supper time a more meaningful memorial?   

 a. Be careful about misguided zeal!  It is good to want the Lord’s Supper memorial to be as good as it can; 

  however, what did Jesus do?  What did Jesus want?  Many suggestions have been offered… sing  

  more songs, have the guys who speak spend more time… maybe a mini sermon, perhaps if we took 

  more bread and fruit of the vine, what if we sat at tables in a circle and discussed the Lord’s Supper 

  and what Jesus has done?  Some of these suggestions are okay and some are questionable at best.  

  But we need to be careful about trying to make the Lord’s Supper be something different from what 

  Jesus made it be… if we do, whose supper would it be?  Be content with the memorial as Jesus  

  designed it.  If it needs to have more feeling change your heart, not the memorial! (1 Cor. 11:23) 

 b. Don’t use the Lord’s Supper as an opportunity to take a shot at your brother.  Some have had a bad  

  attitude as they served or passed the trays.  Some have made statements in their “talk” before or 

  prayers that were very much aimed at a person. Some have used the Lord’s Supper as an opportunity 

  to teach a lesson by bucking tradition… different color juices, breaking or not breaking, introducing 

  new things… even if you feel its okay, now is NOT the time. (I Corinthians 8:11-13) 

 c. Focus on the cross and the covenant through the word.  There are many passages you can read that go 

  along with the Lord’s Supper.  Reading these as we partake will help us stay focused and appreciative 

  of what we are remembering.  Many of these passages show us the cross and our covenant from 

  different angles. (Examples:  Psalm 22 & Isaiah 53 for the emotional and physical suffering; Matthew 

  27 & Mark 15 & Luke 23 & John 19 for the death of Jesus, the chapters previous for the events  

  leading up to His death, Romans 3-5 for a look at God’s grace, justification, and redemption in Jesus, 

  Hebrews 8-10 for the high priestly work of Jesus and our covenant with God through Him. 

 d. Remember the death of Jesus through the eyes of one who was there  There are plenty of excellent 

  candidates that give you a different view of the suffering and death of Jesus.  Mary His mother, John, 

  Peter, Judas, Pilate, the soldier who confessed belief, the penitent thief, the unrepentant thief, the 

  crowds that watched on, one of the Jewish leaders, or maybe even what Satan saw.  (Mark 15:39) 



 e. Think about others.  The communion is not just about me and God, but also the spiritual family God has 

  given me.  What an awesome thought it is that all of these people from such different backgrounds 

  are brought together by the blood of Jesus.  As I take, you are taking too.  Fellowship! (1 Cor. 10:17) 

 f. Focus on what Jesus has done for you.  Count the spiritual blessings you have in Him.  There’s so many 

  things we have because of the cross that when you count them you can become overwhelmed with a 

  feeling of gratitude and love.  (Ephesians 1:3) 

 


